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I want to be I want to be 
better at English!better at English!
This book helps me  This book helps me  

improve the way I use improve the way I use 
English to talk, text, English to talk, text, 
write, read and think.write, read and think.
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IndIndēē  English English is easy  is easy  
to understand English  to understand English  
language. There are  language. There are  
TWO Volumes with TWO Volumes with 

700700 book/ebook Pages and   book/ebook Pages and  
12 Videos (>50 Minutes).12 Videos (>50 Minutes).

What isWhat is  IndIndēē  English?English?

IndIndēē    
English!English!

Classes 1 to 5Classes 1 to 5

““IndIndē Edē Ed”” ProjectProject ““IndIndē Edē Ed”” ProjectProject

IndIndēē    
English!English!

Classes 6 to 10Classes 6 to 10
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IndIndēē  English provides  English provides  
simple, yet thorough  simple, yet thorough  

English language basics.English language basics.

Who usesWho uses  IndIndēē    
English Program?English Program?

IndIndēē  English is for global,  English is for global,  
Elementary / Primary School  Elementary / Primary School  

Teachers and Students!Teachers and Students!

IndIndēē  English is also perfect  English is also perfect  
for English as a Second  for English as a Second  

Language (ESL,IELTS, ELT, Language (ESL,IELTS, ELT, 
TESOL,TEFL) with Teachers  TESOL,TEFL) with Teachers  

and Self-Help Users.and Self-Help Users.

English is  English is  
easy and  easy and  
awesomeawesome!!
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Results!Results!

With IndWith Indēē  English  English  
eBooks and Videos, We: eBooks and Videos, We: 

1) learn exciting easy English!1) learn exciting easy English!

2) practice English with fun,  2) practice English with fun,  
  practical stories.  practical stories.

3) improve our English  3) improve our English  
  sounds and sentencessounds and sentences!!

sounds sentences

storiesstories
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IndIndēē  English English is one of the  is one of the  
Programs from the “Programs from the “IndIndēē  Ed Ed 
Project” 501c(3) Non-Profit  Project” 501c(3) Non-Profit  
(Charitable) Organization.(Charitable) Organization.

What isWhat is  IndIndēē  English?English?

The “IndThe “Indēē  Ed Project” has:Ed Project” has:
>150 titles of Free easy  >150 titles of Free easy  

Science and English content.Science and English content.
Over 5 Million FREE Over 5 Million FREE “Ind“Indēē  Ed Project” Ed Project” 

eBooks and Videos have been  eBooks and Videos have been  
downloaded by people in 60 Countries.downloaded by people in 60 Countries.
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ProjectProject

“Ind“Indēē Ed” Ed”
ProjectProject
CatalogCatalog

Douglas J. AlfordDouglas J. Alford

“Ind“Indēē Ed Ed”” ProjectProject

The “IndThe “Indēē  Ed Ed 
Project” Catalog Project” Catalog 

is available  is available  
for Free from for Free from 
Google PlayGoogle Play..



For those who want  For those who want  
to see the whole to see the whole IndIndēē    

English Program,  English Program,  
watch thewatch the FREE Video FREE Video
“English -Better Now!”“English -Better Now!”
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Class Description             
0)  Intro
1)   Robin Tries
2)   New Words
3)   Turtle Jumps
4)   Numbers Count
5)   English Words 
6)   Jungle Fire 
7)   Monkey Star 
8)   Odd English  
9)   Fishi & Birdy
10)  English Idioms
Bonus Smartphones 
  Conclusion
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IndIndēē  English! English! Classes 1 to 5Classes 1 to 5

I learn with the simple,  
fun stories of IndIndēpendent ēpendent 

or or IndIndēē  English!English!

1) Robin 1) Robin 
   Tries   Tries

Numbers CountNumbers Count
  --Not to NineNot to Nine

4)4)

2)2)  New WordsNew Words
- Same Meaning- Same Meaning

Turtle  Turtle  
Jumps!Jumps!

3)3) ENGLISHENGLISH

&

WordsWords
5)5)

IntroIntro
toto

English!English!

0)0)
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 Class 0 is an  
Overview Intro  

to English. 

For those who 
know basic  
English, It  

is ok to skip.

“Inde Ed”“Inde Ed” ProjectProject
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IntroIntro
toto

English!English!
Douglas J. Alford

0)0)
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Intro to
English!

ii

II
LoveLove

English!English!
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Intro to English!

iii

Table of Contents
Page  Description
1  Start
2  Letters
4  Sounds
5  Lowercase Letters
6  CAPITAL LETTERS
7  “T”
8  “R”
9  Vowels
10  Say Name Vowels
12  Other Sounds
14  Letters Blend
17  Blow “TH”
18  Buzz “TH”
20  Common “uh”
21  “ah”, “oy” and “ir”
22  “ar”, “or”, “sh” and “tr”
23  Letters Make Words
24  Vowels Like Glue
25  Words Make Books!
26  Books are Fun!
27  This Book Ends
28  English Continues
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1

I start 
English.

Class-0



Letters

 I learn letters.I learn letters.
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3

I say the ABC`s.I say the ABC`s.
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4

Letters  Letters  
make sounds.make sounds.

Sounds

Class-0



5

There are two There are two 
types of letters.types of letters.

Small Small 
lettersletters
are called are called 
lowercase.lowercase.

Class-0



6

Big letters are Big letters are 
called CAPITALS.called CAPITALS.

Capital letters are Capital letters are 
also called UPPERCASE.also called UPPERCASE.

Class-0



 T Sound

I try the letter  “T” .

Cat tells time.
7Class-0



 R Sound

Red rat reads.

easy English

8 Class-0

I read the letter “R”.



a e i o u 

Vowels

These special  
letters  

are vowels.
9Class-0
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Often, vowels 
say their names.

A face E see

O no U blue

I ice
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I try more ‘Say Name’ Vowels.

ā  ape cape

ē  bee sneeze

ī  kite bite  

ō  bone phone

ū  cute fruit 
11Class-0



12

Often, vowels  
make other sounds.  

ă  at

ĕ  pet ĭ  in  

ŏ  on ŭ  up
Class-0



ă  glad dad

ĕ egg legs

ĭ  pig wig

ŏ  frog log

ŭ  fun sun

I try more vowels.
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Next, letters blend 
to make new sounds.

bl blend
bl blue
bl blow 

Class-0



bl  blue
ch chew
sh  shoe

I try these blends.

15

chew
shoe

Class-0
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Here are 3 more blends.

pl  plane

ch  chair

fr  free

Class-0



TH letters make two sounds.

mouth

 One “blow”. 

17
These words blow  “th”.

thumb

think
think

three

math

Class-0



 Two ”buzz”.

the
this
that

These words buzz  “th”.

father
mother
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19

Next, we see...

and a surprise.

a secret

a few more sounds, 
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ŭpp

schwa

 “ŭ” makes the  
common “uh” sound.

rŭn

fŭn

Class-0



ir  bird

oy  toy

21

ah  father

 I try more sounds.
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 I say these sounds too.

22

tr treesh  shoes

or  cornar  car
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Here is a secret.

Letters make words.

words
Class-0
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Vowels are like glue.

They join letters into words.
Class-0



Here is a Surprise!
Words make books!

25

Words are building 
blocks for books.

Class-0
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I like to build with blocks.

I like to learn with  
books too.  Books are fun.

Class-0



This book is now over. 

The End.

With this book,  
I learn English  

letters and sounds.
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28

But, My English 
is just starting! 

I use English everyday!

Class-0Class-0



Alford   Books

Next, I try 
English as 
Robin Tries 
to fly!

“Inde Ed”“Inde Ed” ProjectProject
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Robin Robin 
TriesTries

Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by C. J. Haacke

i

1)1)

Class-1Class-1
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1

Robin Tries
Table of Contents

Page Description
2  Live in a Nest
3  Want to Fly
5  Should I Try?
6  Friends Help
8  Important to Flap
10  Yes, Want to Try
11  Study How
14  Practice
16  Ready to Try
17  I Jump
19  I Can Fly!
22  Different View
23  Other Places
25  I Believe in Myself
26  Word List
27  Learn English

Class-1
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I live 
on a tree 
in a nest.
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3

I can not fly.  
I want to.
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4

I am afraid.  
I fear that  
I will fail.

Class-1



Should I even 
try to fly?

5
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My friends  
show me...

6

Class-1



how they fly.
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It is very  
important to flap.

8 Class-1



Also, need to  
learn how to land.

9

Class-1
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I decide!
Yes, I should 
TRY to fly!

I believe 
I can fly.

Class-1



 I study  
how to fly...

11
Class-1



 with my family...

12
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and my friends. 

13
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Next, I practice 
short glides from 
branch to branch.

Class-1



15

I think about flying.

Class-1



16

I am ready to try!

Class-1



I jump  
from the nest.  

17
Class-1



I flap and 
flap so fast. 

18

Class-1
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Suddenly!  
I CAN FLY!
Hooray! 
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Oh me!   
Oh my! 
I can fly!

Class-1
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I fly all  
across the sky! 

Class-1



22

The world looks 
different from 
up here. 

sky
mountain

lake

forest tree

Class-1
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I fly to  
places that... 

Class-1



I could not  
go to before I 
learned to fly. 

24
Class-1



I feel different too. 
Now, that I can fly,
I believe in myself more.

25Class-1



26

jump
learn
like
live
looks
me
my
name
need
nest
not
out
practice
Robin
see
should
show
sky
so

a
about
across
afraid
all
also
am
and
before
believe
can
could
decide
even
different
fail
family
far

Word List
fast
fear
feel
flap
fly
flying
for
forest
friends
from
glide
go
here
hi
hooray
how
I
important

in/is
it

study
suddenly 
that
the
they
think
to
too
tree
tries
try
up
very
want
when
will
with
world
yes
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Learning  
English is like... 

27

Learn English

Class-1



learning to fly. 

EnglishEnglish

28
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One - Study!

29
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Two - Practice

30
Class-1



Three - Speak English!

SpeakSpeak
Talk
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1) Robin Tries1) Robin Tries
 Video Video

Robin Robin 
TriesTries
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Robin Tries Video Script
i-1) Welcome to Robin Tries Video Book 
- Wings of Courage

1) Hi! My name is Robin.
2) I live on a tree in a nest.
3) I can NOT fly! I want to.
4) I am afraid. I FEAR that I will fail.
5) Should I even try to fly?
6) My friends show me …
7) how they fly.
8) It is important to flap to fly.
9)Also, need to learn how to land.
10) I decide!. Yes, I should TRY to fly!
11) I study how to fly
12) with my family
13) and friends.
14) Next, I practice short glides.
15) I think about flying.
16) I am ready to try!
17) I jump from the nest.
18) I flap and flap so fast.
19) Suddenly! I CAN FLY! Hooray!
20)Oh me! Oh my! I can FLY!
21) I can fly all across the sky!
22) The world looks different from up here.
23) I fly to places that …
24) I could not go to before I learned to fly.
25) I feel different too. Now, that I can fly.
I believe in myself more. 

The End
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Robin Tries
Word List

jump
learn
like
live
looks
me
my
name
need
nest
not
out
practice
Robin
see
should
show
sky
so

a
about
across
afraid
all
also
am
and
before
believe
can
could
decide
even
different
fail
family
far

fast
fear
feel
flap
fly
flying
for
forest
friends
from
glide
go
here
hi
hooray
how
I
important

in/is/it

study
suddenly 
that
the
they
think
to
too
tree
tries
try
up
very
want
when
will
with
world
yes
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Questions
-Robin Tries

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What is the bird’s name? 
   _____________________
2) Where does the bird live?   
 _____________________
3) What does Robin want to do?   
 __________
4) What colors are the trees?   
 _________________
5) What does Robin do before  
 she jumps from the nest?    
 __________________
6) What does Robin do so she can fly?  
 _________________________
7) How does the world look  
 from high above the forest? 
   _________________________
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Answers
-Robin Tries

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What is the bird’s name?   
 _____Robin______
2) Where does the bird live?   
 _____in a nest________
3) What does Robin want to do?   
 __fly________
4) What color colors are the trees?   
  ___brown and green___
5) What does Robin do before she  
 jumps from the nest?    
 __think about flying__
6) What does Robin do so she can fly?  
 _____flap very fast______
7) How does the world look from  
 high above the forest?   
 ______different________
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Rules

Rules help me read.
Rules are common ways  

to say letters and words.
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B  bag
D  dog
F  face
G  go
H  hi
J  job
K  king
L  leg
M  mop
N  no

P  pig
R  run
S  sit
T  to
V  van
W water
X  x-ray
Y  yell
Z  zero

Rule #1  One Sound

Many letters  
make only one sound.
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Each Rule has breakers.   
That is, English does NOT  
always follow the rules.

Rule Breakers

39Class-1



C  makes the K sound.

C in city, CD and center.

Sometimes ‘C’ makes an ‘S’ sound.

Certainly, this will take some practice.

Breaker #1

cake car
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39Class 1

1) Re-read 1) Re-read 
the Book.the Book.

Alford   Books

““Robin Tries” is the story of wanting  Robin Tries” is the story of wanting  
to fly but being afraid to try.  Robin  to fly but being afraid to try.  Robin  
overcomes fear and learns to fly!  We  overcomes fear and learns to fly!  We  
learn to try new things too, like English! learn to try new things too, like English! 

Alford   Books

Ask yourself the question, what  Ask yourself the question, what  
is the main point of this story?is the main point of this story?

Robin Robin 
TriesTries



I read  “Robin Tries”.   1 of 4   

3 4

Front Cover

1

Robin Tries

May the ‘Robin’ in each of  
us find the courage to fly!

My name is Robin. 

2

I live on a tree. I want to fly. 

40 Class 1
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I read “Robin Tries”.   2 of 4   

7 8

5 6

Mom talks with me. 

My friends fly up.  
I am down.

I think about flying.  

I am afraid. 



42 Class 1

I read “Robin Tries”.   3 of 4   

9 10

11 12

Dad teaches me.  I am not afraid. 

 I jump from the tree.  I flap very fast. 



43Class 1

I read “Robin Tries”.   4 of 4

13 14

15 16

 I fly in the sky. 

sky
mountain

lake

forest tree

 I fly up. 
I see the world down below.

I learn to fly. In life too,
what I try is where I fly. Robin wants to fly. At 

first, Robin is afraid.
She tries and tries. 
She learns to fly.  
We learn to try new 
things too. We can 
learn to read.

Back Cover

The End



A word is a group of letters.  
A word is something or does 
something.

girl

book

shoe home

mom

sun

tree

baby
dad

read

boy

run

What is a word?
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There are many  
different kinds of words.

Let us look at words for:
  greetings
  people, places or things
  actions
  rhymes
  a an the
  How many? 
  What color?

 Many Words

45Class 1



Greet is what we say  
when we first see someone.

Example are:
 hello
 hi
 welcome

Which greet we use depends 
on time of day.
. good morning
. good afternoon
. good evening

Greet

Hi

46 Class 1



evening

What do we say when 
we greet each other?

morning

afternoon

good _______

47Class 1



Nouns

A Pronoun

A noun is a person, 
place or thing.

I, me, he, she, they

Robin

mom

dad

forest
sky

nest
tree

replace a noun in a sentence.

___________________

48 Class 1



verb

Actions

flap

___________________

Examples:

ask   believe   fall   jump

live   see   teach   tell   think

fly

Some words show action.

49Class 1



Rhyme

See how the word is spelled 
“rhyme” but we say (rime).

small
tall

Some words sound  
similar or rhyme.

pay
day

try
fly

my
sky

see
tree

he
she

be
me

fat
cat

greet
meet

50 Class 1



a an the

a nest

the tree

an egg 

articles

the sky

English often uses “a,  
an or the” before nouns.

To mean one of something, use “an”  
when the next word makes a vowel sound.  
Else, use “a.”   English has features.

51Class 1



Describe Words

The tree is tall.

blue sky

adjectives

Some words  
describe nouns.

Describe words also tell:
How many?

What color?
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3 421

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

Front Cover

Robin Tries to Fly!

May I try English too.

My name is Robin. 
I live on a tree. I want to fly. 

I think about flying.  But, I am afraid. 

 I jump from the tree.  I can fly!  Wow!

 I fly up in the sky.  I can fly by myself. 

17 18 19 20

 English is like flying. 
One - Study Robin learns  

to try to fly. 
I learn to try 
English too!

Back Cover
Three-Keep trying. 

Stick with it! 

Two -Try it! 

 I fly to new places.  I see a  
new world below.  

 I want to try to fly. 

 I flap very fast.  I study how to fly.

I see my friends fly. 

1) Read “Robin Tries” - One Pager.

53Class 1

Robins try & try until they can fly!Robins try & try until they can fly!



54 Class 1

1) Try English!

 In Class 1, we use the   In Class 1, we use the  
“Robin Tries” story to try  “Robin Tries” story to try  
more English.  We learn more English.  We learn 
that letters make words.that letters make words.

Robin Robin 
TriesTries



““Robin Tries” is the story of wanting Robin Tries” is the story of wanting 
to fly but being afraid to try.  Robin  to fly but being afraid to try.  Robin  
overcomes fear and learns to fly!   overcomes fear and learns to fly!   
We learn to try new things too,  We learn to try new things too,  
like English! like English! 

Alford   Books

55Class 1
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New WordsNew Words
- Same Meaning- Same Meaning

Written by Douglas J. AlfordWritten by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Chanita WorakhanIllustrated by Chanita Worakhan

2)2)
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New Words

Table of Contents

ii

 Page   Description
1         Bird Flies in the Sky
2       Bird Sees Home
3       Big Storm
4       Everything is Different 
5       Ask Directions
6       Moo
7       Maw
8       Confused
9       Quack  
10      Gaap 
11        Can`t Understand
13      Croak
14      Ope
15      Different Words 
16      Same Meaning
17      New Words
18      Learn Languages
20     Bird Flies Home
21      Understand Each Other 
22     Word Lists
24     More English
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iii Class-2
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New Words 
- Same Meaning

ivClass-2
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Action!

First time, read the Circle 1 
Sentences.  Next time, read  
the Circle 2 Sentences. 
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With this book, may we: 
  Learn each others’ words.  
  See how we are all the same.  
  Understand where we are different.

viClass-2



A green bird flies  
in the clear blue sky.

1

2

1 Bird flies.

Class-2



familiar

2

1 Bird sees home.

Bird sees
the home country.

2

Class-2



Suddenly, a big storm  
blows the bird far, far 
away.

3
huge,  large

2

1 Storm blows bird.

Class-2



The bird is not hurt. 
Bird sees a different 
country.

4

1 Bird sees new country.

2

Class-2



5

1 Bird is lost.

Everything looks different.
Bird flies down to ask  
directions.

2
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6

1
Bird asks  Bird asks  
question.question.

Bird asks a cow, 
“Moo, moo, moo”?  
That means, which  
way is my home?

2
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“Maw, maw, maw,”  
said the new country 
cow. 

7
‘Maw`, rhymes with saw.

1 Cow said, “Maw”.

2
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The bird said, “I can’t 
understand you.  Cows 
here don’t speak the 
same words as cows 
where I come from.”

8

1 Bird is confused.

2

Class-2



Next, the bird sees a yellow 
duck.  “Quack, quack quack,” 
said the bird to the  
newly met duck.

9

1
Bird said, “Quack”.

2

notices

Class-2



“Gaap, gaap, gaap,”  
said the happy but  
confused duck.

10

2

1 Duck said, Duck said, ““GaapGaap””..

glad
Class-2



The bird said, “I can’t  
understand you.  This  
is not how ducks in my  
country talk.”

11

1 Bird can`t understand.

2
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Bird sees a smiling frog. 
Bird flies fast to meet  
the frog.

12

1 Bird sees frog.

2

quickly

Class-2



“Croak, croak, croak,” 
said the bird to the 
newly met frog.

13

1 Bird said, 
“Croak”. 

2
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“Ope, ope, ope,” 
said the friendly 
but confused frog.

14

1 Frog said, “Ope”. 

“Ope”, rhymes with hope.

2
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15

1 Bird asks, “Why” ?

Bird asks, “Why do the an-
imals in this new country 
speak different words  
from where I come from?”

2

talk
Class-2



Bird learns that other  
countries use different words 
which have the same meaning.

16

1 Bird learns lesson. 

2
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The animals work  
together to learn  
each others languages.

17

1 Animals teach new words.

2
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The bird learns  
to talk with its  
new friends.

18

1 Bird learns new language.

2
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The new animals 
teach bird the  
way to fly home. 

19

1 Bird learns way home.

2
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As it flies away 
from the new 
country, the  
bird thinks ...

20

1 Bird flies home. 

2
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21
The End

1 We understand others.

Different languages 
teach us new ways, to  
understand more about 
each other and ourselves.

2
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Word List

ask fly  
(flies)

lost see

bird frog maw
moo

storm

blow gaap new teach

can home ope understand

can't  
(can not)

is others way

confuse language quack we

country learn question why

croak lesson said word

1
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a duck language smile
about each learn (ing) speak
and everything lesson storm
animal familiar look suddenly
as far lost talk
ask fast maw teach
away fly, flies mean (ing) that
big friend (ly) met (meet) the
bird frog moo think
blow from more to
blue gaap my together
but gope new (ly) understand
can green next us
can't happy of use
come have one way
confuse here ope where
country home other which
cow how ourselves why
croak hurt quack with
different I said word
direction in same work
don't is see yellow
down it (its) sky you

Word List2
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Some vowels  
say their names!

Rule #2  “Say Name” Vowels

ū  blue

ā  ape

ē  eat ī  kite 

ō  go
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Rule:
make
name
five
hope
blue

This helps me read too. 
 When a word ends in silent 
“e”, the vowel says its name. 

come
have
one

Rule 
Breaker

Silent “e”
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For those who want  
to learn more English!

26Class-2
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Questions
-- New Words New Words

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What blows the bird to the new country?    
____________
2) Does the new country look the same or  
different to the bird`s home? ____
3) Do the new animals speak the same words 
or different to where the bird comes from?    
______________
4) Give an example of different words  
spoken by bird and the new animals? 
 _________________________
5) At first, can bird understand the new animals?    
_________________
6) What do bird and the new animals  
do so they can understand each other?   
 __________________
7) What lesson does bird learn? 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________
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Noun

- person, place or thing 

cowfrogfrog

duckduck

bird

grass

skysky

clouds

flowers
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Action Words

look

ask
learn

fly

Remember, verbs show action.
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Describe Words

green bird

clear blue sky

yellow
Sun

friendly frog confused cow
adjective

These words describe nouns.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________
1 Bird flies.

___________

___________

___________
2 Bird sees home.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

4

3 Storm blows bird.

Bird sees new country.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________
6

5 Bird is lost.

Bird asks question.

33

___________

___________

___________
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________
8

7 Cow said, “Maw”.

Bird is confused.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________
10

9 Bird said, “Quack”.

Duck said, “Gaap”.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

11

12

Bird can`t  understand.

Bird sees frog.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________
14

13 Bird said, “Croak”. 

Frog said, “Ope”. 
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

15

16

Bird asks, “Why”. 

Bird learns lesson. 
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Write Sentences

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________
18

17 Animals teach new words.

Bird learns new language.
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Write Sentences

___________

___________
___________

___________

___________
___________

___________

19

20

Bird learns way home.

Bird flies home. 
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___________

___________
___________

21

Write Sentences

We understand others.

Different languages 
teach us new ways, to  
understand more about 
each other and ourselves.
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2) New Words2) New Words
VideoVideo
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New Words - Same Meaning - Video Script 

1)  Green Bird flies in the clear blue sky.
2)  Bird sees her home country.
3)  Suddenly, a big storm blows Bird far, far away.
4) Bird is not hurt. She sees that  everything looks different.
5) Bird flies down to ask directions.
6) Bird asks a cow, “Moo, moo, moo”?
 That means, which way is my home?
7)  “Maw, maw, maw,” said the new country cow.
8)  Bird said, “I can’t understand you!  Cows here don’t 
  speak the same words, as cows where I come from.”
9)  Next, Bird sees a yellow duck.  
 “Quack, quack quack,” said Bird to the new duck.
10) “Gaap, gaap, gaap,” said the happy 
  but confused duck.
11)  Bird said, “I can’t understand you!
 This is not how ducks in my country talk.”
12)  Bird sees a smiling frog.  
 Bird flies fast to meet the frog.
13)  “Croak, croak, croak,” said Bird to the new frog.
14) “Ope, ope, ope,” said the friendly but confused frog.
15)  Bird asks, “Why do the new animals use different  
 words than where I come from?”
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New Words - Same Meaning 
- Video Script Continues

16)  Bird learns that other countries use 
 different words which have the same meaning.

17)  The animals work together to  
 learn each others’ words!

18)  Bird learns to talk with her new Friends.

19) The new animals teach Bird the way to fly home.

20) Bird flies home.  
 She thinks about what she learned.

21)  Different languages, teach us new ways,  
 to understand more about others and ourselves.

22)  May we learn each others’ words.
 See where we are the same. 
 Understand our differences.
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New Words
- Word List

a duck language smile
about each learn (ing) speak
and everything lesson storm
animal familiar look suddenly
as far lost talk
ask fast maw teach
away fly, flies mean (ing) that
big friend (ly) met (meet) the
bird frog moo think
blow from more to
blue gaap my together
but gope new (ly) understand
can green next us
can't happy of use
come have one way
confuse here ope where
country home other which
cow how ourselves why
croak hurt quack with
different I said word
direction in same work
don't is see yellow
down it (its) sky you
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2) Re-read2) Re-read
the Bookthe Book

`New Words` is a story about   
a bird that a storm blows to another  
country.  At first, the bird can’t talk  
with the new animals.  Next, they  
learn each others words.  We learn  
that different languages have 
different words that mean the same!

www.alfordbooks.com

New Words
- Same Meaning

44Class 2

Main PointMain Point
The bird learns that different languages have  The bird learns that different languages have  
different words that mean the same things.different words that mean the same things.



With this book, 
We learn new words.  

We understand others.
New Words

- Understand Others

3

Bird flies in the sky.

4

Bird sees home.

Front Cover

21

I read  “New Words”   1 of 6   
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5

Storm blows bird.

6

Bird sees new place.

7

Bird is lost.

8

Bird asks a cow, 
“Moo, moo, moo?”  
Where is my home?

I read  “New Words”   2 of 6   
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Cow said, “Maw, maw, maw,” 

9

‘Maw`, rhymes with saw.

Bird can not understand. 

10

Bird asks a duck,  
“Quack, quack quack,” 

11 12

I read  “New Words”   3 of 6   

Duck said,  
“Gaap, gaap, gaap.” 
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13 14

15 16

“Ope”, rhymes with hope.

I read  “New Words”   4 of 6   

Bird can not understand. Bird sees a frog. 

Bird asks,  
“Croak, croak croak,” 

Frog said,  
“Ope, ope, ope.” 
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17 18

19 20

I read  “New Words”   5 of 6   

Bird asks why? 
We do not understand 

each other.

Bird learns a lesson. 
New places use other words. 

Bird learns new words.
They are  

new friends now!
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21 22

23

The End
24

Back Cover

I read  “New Words”   6 of 6   

Bird learns way home.
Bird flies home. 

New places, use other words.  
They mean the same!

New words teach us new ways  
to understand each other!

At first, Bird can not talk  
with others.  Bird learns  
new words. We learn to  

understand new friends too.
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Green Bird flies  
in the clear blue sky.

3

© Copyright ALFORD BOOKS
 (MAKE) 2020.  All rights reserved.  

Teachers may freely use.

May we:
. learn each others’ words 
. see we are much the same
. understand our difference

New Words
- Understand Others

Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Chanita Worakhan

familiar

4

Bird sees her 
home country.

21

Bird is not hurt. She 
sees that everything 
looks different.

6 7

Bird flies down  
to ask for help.

8

Bird asks a cow, 
“Moo, moo, moo”?  
That means, which  
way is my home?

Next, Bird sees a 
yellow duck.  “Quack, 
quack quack,” said 
Bird to the new duck.

11

“Gaap, gaap, gaap,”  
said the happy but  
confused duck.

12

“Ope, ope, ope,” 
said the friendly  
but confused frog.

16
“Ope”, rhymes with hope.

The new animals 
teach Bird the  
way to fly home. 

21

Bird flies home.
She thinks about  
what she learned.

22 23

The End

Different languages, 
teach us new ways,  
to understand more 
about others and 
ourselves.

A storm blows Bird to another country.  
At first, Bird can’t talk with the new  
animals.  Next, they learn each others 
words.    We learn that languages have 
different words that mean the same!

www.alfordbooks.com 24

Next, A big storm  
blows Bird far, far away.

5

“Maw, maw, maw,”  
said the new cow. 

9
‘Maw`, rhymes with saw.

Bird said, “I can’t  
understand you!  Cows 
here don’t speak the 
same words, as cows 
where I come from.”

10

Bird said, “I can’t  
understand you!  This 
is not how ducks in  
my country talk.”

Bird sees a smiling 
frog. Bird flies fast  
to meet the frog.

“Croak, croak, 
croak,” said Bird 
to the new frog.

1513 14

17 18 19 20

Bird asks, “Why do 
the new animals talk 
other words than 
where I come from?”

Bird learns that other  
countries use different 
words which have the 
same meaning.

The animals work  
together to learn  
each others words!

Bird learns to 
talk with her  
new friends.

25

Back Cover
Inde EdInde Ed
ProjectProject
CatalogCatalog

Learn Science, Technology,

English and Math (STEM).

2) Read “New Words” - One Pager.
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Questions
- New Words

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What blows the bird to the new country?   
 ____________
2) Does the new country look the same or  
different to the bird`s home? ____
3) Do the new animals speak the same words 
or different to where the bird comes from?    
______________
4) Give an example of different words  
spoken by bird and the new animals? 
 _________________________
5) At first, can bird understand the new an-
imals?    _________________
6) What do bird and the new animals  
do so they can understand each other?   
 __________________
7) What lesson does bird learn? 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________
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Answers
- New Words

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What blows the bird to the new country? 
   ____a storm____
2) Does the new country look the same or  
different to the bird`s home? __no__
3) Do the new animals speak the same words 
or different to where the bird comes from?    
_different___
4) Give an example of different words  
spoken by bird and the new animals? 
   _moo - maw, quack - gaap, croak - ope_
5) At first, can bird understand the new an-
imals?    _no_
6) What do bird and the new animals  
do so they can understand each other?   
 _They learn each others words._
7) What lesson does bird learn? 

 _New words (different languages) 
help us learn more about each others.__
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Same Meanings

In English, different words  
can have the same meanings.

 A big storm blows bird. 
 A large storm blows bird.

Here is an example.

big = large or huge
small  = little or tiny
look = see or notice
glad = happy
talk = speak
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Re-read, out loud, “the New Words” 
story.  Replace the underlined word 
with another word that has the 
same meaning.
For example:
 big  ---> huge or large
 new words ---> language
 happy ---> glad

Activity # 1 
Same Words
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Different Words

Different languages use different 
words that have the same meaning.

croak    “ope”
moo   “maw”
quack   “gaap”
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I say what cows, ducks and 
frogs say in my country.

Activity #2 
Different Words

My Language Cow   English   

_________ Maw   Moo

My Language Duck   English   

_________ Gaap    Quack

My Language Frog   English   

_________ Ope     Croak
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Opposites

happy duck

Some words have reverse  
or opposite meanings too.   
Here are examples.

up      down
big     small
hot     cold
on      off
near     far
young    old
happy    sad
same     different
close    open
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Learn More Words

I look up and learn  
more English Words.

www.dictionary.com

See the word  
lists at the end  

of this book.
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`New Words` is a story about  a bird  
that a storm blows to another country.   
At first, the bird can’t talk with the new  
friends.  Next, they learn each others 
words.  We learn that different languages 
have different words that mean the same!

60Class 2
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Turtle  Turtle  
Jumps!Jumps!

Written by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Tami Ashby  

3)3)

i Class-3

Front CoverFront Cover



ii

May we each find 
our own way to jump!

Turtle Jumps!
A Tale of Determination

Class-3

© Copyright Inde Ed Project (Alford Books)
 2021.  All rights reserved.   

Teachers may copy this book for classroom use. 
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1 

Hi!  My name is TJ.   
I am a turtle. 

Class-3



Sometimes, I am happy.
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3 

Sometimes sad.

Class-3



Mom and Dad say  
I should be glad  
that I am a turtle.  
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5 

At school I am often last.  I get 
to class just as the bell rings.

Class-3



Sometimes I feel 
like I don’t fit in. 
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8

At outside 
play time, 
I am the  
last one  
picked to play.
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10

Often, I am the last 
to finish board work.
Sometimes, I am 
called slowpoke.  

I do not like that.
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11 11 

At inside play time called gym, 
everyone gets to jump.
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I try, but I can’t.  
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13 

Everyone laughs, I laugh too, on 
the outside.  Inside, I am sad.

Class-3



I ask Dad, Why can’t I jump?
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16

Dad said, Well! We are 
turtles.  Turtles can’t 
jump.  We don’t have 
knees built for jumping.

Class-3
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18

Mom said, “But there  
is much you can do.” 
Both say to me,  ”You 
have many talents!  
Go find them.”

Class-3
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20 

I want to jump.  No  
turtle has ever jumped 
but I want to jump.
They say,  “We believe  
in you!  Get a plan, get 
help and practice.”
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2121 

I think and think and get an idea.
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My friends and I build this.  We name it  
TJ-1, that stands for Turtle Jumper-One.
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23

We try it!   Sadly, it fails.
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We redo it.  We make the STJ-2, the 
Super Turtle Jumper-Two.  We try again. 
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26 

It works! 
WAHOO! 
I’m jumping!  
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28 

I jumped!  I am the first 
turtle to ever jump!  We 
worked on it together.  
We tried it and did it!  
We jump and jump and 
jump!
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29 

My parents say, 
“We knew you 
could do it!” 

Class-3
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31 

What should I do next?  I  
think I will be an… astronaut!  
Actually, a TURTLE-NAUT!   
I want to be the first turtle  
to jump in outer space. 
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32 

First, I have to  
finish my homework.
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Turtle JumpsTurtle Jumps

Main Words

determination play

friend practice

homework school

inside success

jump think

outside try

persist turtle
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3) Turtle Jumps3) Turtle Jumps
VideoVideo

Turtle  Turtle  
Jumps!Jumps!
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TURTLE JUMPS – Video Script

i)  This is the story of “TURTLE JUMPS”
1)  Hi!  My name is TJ.
2)  I am a turtle
3)  Sometimes, I am happy.
4)  Sometimes, sad.
5)  Mom and Dad say I should 
 be glad that I am a turtle.
6)  At school, I am often last.
7)  At recess, I am the last one picked to play.
8)  In gym, everyone gets to jump.
 I try, but I can’t!
9)  I ask Dad. Why can’t I jump?
 Dad said, “Well, Turtles can’t jump.
 Mom said, “But you do have many  
 talents.  Go find them.”
10)  I think and think about jumping.
11)  I get a good idea.
 My friends and I build TJ -1, 
 Turtle-Jumper One.
12)  We try it. Sadly, it fails.
13)  We redo it.  We make the STJ-2, 
 the Super Turtle Jumper Two.
14)  We try again.
15)  It works!
 I am the first turtle to ever jump!
16)  I think, I will be the first turtle 
 to jump in outer space.
17)  First, I have to finish my homework!
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a fail just said
about feel last say
actually finish laugh school
again find like should
am first make slowpoke
and fit many sometime
are for mean space
as friend mom that
astronaut get my the
at glad name them
be go next think
bell good no this
board work happy often TJ
build has on to
but have one too
call hi outer try
can`t homework outside turtle
class I pick wahoo
dad idea play (playtime) want
did in practice we
do inside recess well
don`t is redo what
ever it ring why
everyone jump sad work

Word List
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Questions
- Turtle Jumps

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What does TJ want to do?    
____________
2) What do TJ and friends do to help TJ jump? 
_____________________________ 
3) What happens with the TJ-1?    
______________
4) After TJ-1, what do TJ and friends do? 
 _________________________
5) Is the STJ-2 a success?    
_________________
6) After jumping, what does TJ want to do next?   
 __________________
7) What lesson does TJ learn? 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________ 
 _________________________
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Answers
- Turtle Jumps

Name ______________
Date ________

1) What does TJ want to do?     
 ____jump_____
2) What do TJ and friends do to help TJ 
jump? __They make the TJ-1.  ______ 
3) What happens with the TJ-1?     
 __It breaks, fails, does not succeed._
4) After TJ-1, what do TJ and friends do? 
  _They make the STJ-2. They try again._
5) Is the STJ-2 a success?     
 __yes__
6) After jumping, what does TJ want to do 
next?   
   _Be the first turtle to jump in space._
7) What lesson does TJ learn? 
 __Where I try (practice),____ 
 __is where I succeed!________
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Often, vowels  
make other sounds.  

ŭ  up

ă  at

ĕ  pet ĭ  in  

ŏ  on

Rule #3  More Vowel Sounds



ă  glad dad

ĕ egg legs

ĭ  pig wig

ŏ  frog log

ŭ  fun sun

I try more  
vowel sounds. 
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Turtle  
Jumps!

A Turtle named TJ wants to  
jump.  How can a turtle jump?  
This story teaches us all how  
to keep trying until we succeed. 

Alford   Books

Main PointMain Point
TJ and friends keep trying and trying  TJ and friends keep trying and trying  

until they succeed at jumping.  until they succeed at jumping.  

3) Re-read3) Re-read
the Bookthe Book
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   1 of 6   

3 4

Front Cover

1

We each jump, our own way!

My name is TJ.

2

Often, I am glad. Sometimes, I am sad. 

Turtle Jumps!
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   2 of 6   

7 8

5

At school,
 I am often last.

6

Sometimes, I feel alone. Outside,
I am last to play.

Mom and Dad say  
be happy with myself. 
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   3 of 6   

11 12

9

I try.
I can not jump. 

10

Others, laugh at me. I ask Dad. Can I jump?

Inside, all are to jump.
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   4 of 6  

15 16

13

Mom talks with me too.
I learn to try.

14

 I think about it.
I get an idea.

We build TJ -1,  
Turtle-Jumper One.

Dad said,  Turtles  
can not jump alone.   
Think of other ways.
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   5 of 6   

17

We make the STJ-2, 
 Super Turtle Jumper Two.

18

We try it.
Wow!  It works! 

I am the first  
turtle to jump!   

We Jump and Jump. 

We try it.
Sadly, it breaks

19 20
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I read  “Turtle Jumps”   6 of 6   

24

21

 Next,
I want to jump in space. 

22

First, I will  
do my homework! 

Mom and Dad  
say, Good job! 

23

The End

Back Cover

TJ wants to jump.  
This story teaches us  

to try until we succeed.
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17 18
19

20 46

3 421

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

My name is TJ.Front Cover

We each jump, our own way!

Turtle Jumps! Often, I am glad.
Sometimes, I am sad. 

At school,
 I am often last.

Outside,
I am last to play.

Mom and Dad say  
be happy with myself. 

 

I ask Dad. Can I jump?

Inside, all are to jump. I try.
I can not jump. 

Dad said,  Turtles  
can not jump alone.   
Think of other ways.

Mom talks with me too.
I learn to try.

 I think about it.
I get an idea.

We make TJ -1,  
Turtle-Jumper One. We try it.

Sadly, it breaks
We make the STJ-2, 

 Super Turtle Jumper Two.

We try again.
Wow!  It works! 

I am the first  
turtle to jump!   

We Jump and Jump! 

 Next,
I want to jump in space. 

First, I will  
do my homework! Back Cover

TJ wants to jump.  
This story teaches us  

to try until we succeed.3)
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Practice Writing 
Vocabulary

From Turtle Jumps

Main words

determination play

friend practice

homework school

inside success

jump think

outside try

keep trying turtle
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A Turtle named TJ wants to jump.  How  A Turtle named TJ wants to jump.  How  
can a turtle jump?  This story teaches  can a turtle jump?  This story teaches  
us all how to keep trying until we succeed. us all how to keep trying until we succeed. 
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Front CoverFront Cover

Numbers CountNumbers Count
 - -Not to NineNot to Nine

4)4)

Written by Douglas J. AlfordWritten by Douglas J. Alford
Illustrated by Jamie S. MapaIllustrated by Jamie S. Mapa
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Numbers Count
-Not to Nine

ii

00
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Let`s learnLet`s learn
English numbers.English numbers.
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Table of Contents

Page    Description         
1   Need Numbers
3   Numbers Count
4   One
6   Two
8   Three
10   Four
12   Five
14   Six
16   Seven
18  Eight
20   Old 8th Month
21   Lucky 8`s
22   Nine
24   Numbers 1 to 9
25   Not Enough Numbers
27   One to Ten
28   Count by Tens
29   Hundreds
31   Thousands
32   Important Zero
33   Without Zero
34   Counting Board
35  Roman Numerals
36  Abacus
37  Do Math Directly
41  Not and Nine Numbers
43  Useful Everyday!

iv

Numbers Count
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Why do I  
need numbers?
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Numbers tell us:
How many? How much?  

How old?  What day is it? 
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Numbers count!
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4

I have one head with one nose  
and one mouth.  Our number one  
is a line drawn from the top down.  

One
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5

Here are more ones. 
There is one Sun and one Moon too!

The number one is on our money.

The Chinese number ‘one’ is drawn side-to-side. 
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6

I have two eyes.   
I have two arms and hands  
and two legs and feet too.

Two
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7

Here are more two's. 
Animals have two eyes.   
Bicycles or bikes have 2 
tires. “Bi” means 2.  
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8

Three
My fingers have three parts.  
Triangles have three sides. 

This sign is a triangle.  

Traffic lights have three colors.

YIELD
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9

Here are more three's. 

Triceratops had 3 horns.  
A tricycle has three wheels. 
“Tri” means 3.
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10

Squares have four equal sides. 
Rectangles have four sides too.  

I see lots of shapes with four sides.

Four
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Here are more four's. 
Many animals have 4 legs.  
Four quarters make a dollar.   
There are 4 seasons.  Cars and  
Quad cycles have four tires.   
Quad means four.

4
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I have five fingers on one hand. 
I have five toes on one foot.

Five
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13

Here are more five's. 
This starfish has five legs.   
This star has five points.  
Pentagons have 5 sides.  
Penta means five.

Five pennies make one nickel.
Class-4
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These insects each have six legs.

Six
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Here are more six's. 

These building blocks and dice 
each have six faces.  Bees make 
hexagon shaped honeycombs with 
six sides.  Hexa means six.
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There are seven colors in this rainbow!

Seven
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Here are more seven's. 

There are seven days in a week. 
In the West, 7 is a lucky number. 

MON    TUE WED    THU FRI      SAT SUN

These British coins are heptagons with seven sides.
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These flowers each have eight petals.

Eight
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Here are more eight's. 
An octopus has eight arms.  
Spiders have eight legs.  
A stop sign has 8 sides.  
It is an octagon.  Octa means eight.

STOP
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Interesting! 
Long ago, the Roman  
calendar only had 10  
months. Their eighth  
month was called October.
So in history, October means 
eighth month, even though  
today, it is our tenth month.
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In China, 8 is a lucky number.

The Chinese Olympics started  
on eight seconds and 8 minutes, 
after 8 pm on the eighth day  
of the eighth month of 2008.
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Nine

Class-4

Cats have nine toes on each side.Cats have nine toes on each side.
 Five in the front and four in the back.  Five in the front and four in the back. 
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Here are more nine's. 

Baseball has nine innings. 
999 is used to call emergency in  
England.  K-9 means police dog.  It  
is short for the word canine which 
means dog.  A nonagon has nine sides.
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Now, we have learned our  
numbers from one to nine.
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When counting, 
nine numbers are not enough. 

A ‘number’ for nothing  
is needed.  Zero, alone,  
means none, zip, nada, zilch.
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How many fingers do we have?

Let`s count ... 1 to 9 and then 10. 
The number ten is made of the 
number one followed by a zero. 
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Take a break before  
reading the rest of the book. 

One zero makes:  One 
into ten and Two into twenty.
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Here is how to count  
by tens: from 10 to 90.

10

10-20-30-40- 
50-60-70-80-90.
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Two zeros turn 1 into One Hundred
Here is how to count by hundreds 

from 100 to 900.

$100

100-200-300-400- 
500-600-700-800-900.
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Now, for a surprise.  
This is the number 1,000.
See the three zeros? 

1,000

Class-4
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10, 100, 1,000
Zero holds the ones,  
tens and hundreds places.

Notice how zero has a  
special job in numbers.

We will need this when we do math.
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Why is the number zero important?  

To answer the question, lets look at 
number systems that don't have zero. 
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Here are examples  
of different numbers.

Roman
I     II   III  IV   V  VI  VII  VIII  IX  X

Chinese

Our Numbers 
1      2    3   4   5   6   7   8    9   10

Class-4
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For over 1,000 years, Roman 
Numbers and counting boards 
were used in Europe.   
Pebble rocks were placed  
on the lines to count numbers.
There were different lines  
for 1`s,  10`s, 100`s etc.
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The main point is that Roman  
Numbers cannot do math directly. 

The counting board was used to  
do math like to count.  The Roman 
Numbers were only used to  
write the answers. 
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The Asian Abacus has been used 
even longer than the counting 
board.  The beads are used to 
count.  Chinese Numbers only  
write down the answers too. 
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This is why, 
“not” or zero is so important.

With zero to nine numbers, 
we can do math directly!

   5
+ 4
  ___
   9

   7
+ 3
  ___
   10
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To review, we can count
up to ten on our fingers.

For example, 

[ 5     +      4  = 9 ]  

Five plus four equals nine. 
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We use NOT to NINE
numbers to do math directly.

What do we do when we want  
to count more than 10 fingers?   

Class-4
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Here are more examples:

Notice how the numbers move to 
the next column.  This is possible 
because zero is a place holder.

(Examples:   21 + 11 = 32) 

                  1
   21                29

         + 11             +  11 
         _____           _____
           32                 40  

Class-4
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I need numbers to...

count,

paypay
bills,bills,

Why do I need numbers?

Class-4



play, call and add.

tell time       and dates,

42

OctoberOctober 
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Who would have thought - 
that nine numbers and  
a not - can really do a lot!  

I use numbers everyday!  

This book ends 
but my counting 
adventures continue!



Rule #4  “uh” Sounds

Sometimes, Letter U  
makes the “uh” (ŭ) sound.  

ŭ  up

ŭ  us

ŭ  under
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Breaker #4 More “uh`s”

All vowels can 
make the “uh” (ŭ) sound.  

Asia

a
was  [wŭz] 
Asia  [ā-zhŭ]

e
the [thŭ] 
elephant  [ĕl-ŭ-fŭ nt]

i
animal  [ăn ŭ mŭ l] 
chemical [kĕm-ŭ-kŭ l]

o
one  [wŭn] 
lemon  [lĕm-ŭn]

elephant

animal

lemon
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4) 4) Numbers CountNumbers Count
VideoVideo
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Numbers count!  We have one nose and two eyes.  
Triangles have three sides. Cars have four tires. 
Stars have five points and blocks have six sides.
There are seven days in a week. Stop signs have 
eight sides.  Keypads have nine numbers.  But nine 
numbers alone are not enough. They need a not to 
join them all together.  This is the story of  
numbers from not to nine and how they are useful.

Alford   Books

10

Numbers CountNumbers Count
  --Not to NineNot to Nine

Main PointMain Point
We use numbers to see; how many;  We use numbers to see; how many;  
how much and to count our money.how much and to count our money.



NUMBERS COUNT - Not to Nine Video Script

i. Welcome to Numbers: Not to nine!
ii. Why do I need numbers?
iii. Numbers tell us: How many? How much?
iv. Also Numbers Count.
1-1. One
1-2. I have one head with one nose and one mouth.
1-3. Our number one is a line drawn from the top to down.
1-4. Here are more ones.
 There is one sun and one moon too!
1-5. The Chinese number ‘one’ is  drawn side-to-side
2-1. Two
2-2. I have two eyes.
2-3 I have two arms and hands 
 and two legs and two feet.
2-4. Here are more two's.  Animals have two eyes.
2-5. Bicycles or bikes have 2 tires. 
 “Bi” means two.
3-1. Three
3-2. My fingers have three parts.
3-3. Triangles have three sides. 
This sign is a triangle.
3-4. Traffic lights have three colors.
3-5. Here are more three's.
 Triceratops had 3 horns.
3-6. A tricycle has three wheels. “Tri” means three
4-1. Four
4-2. Squares have four equal sides.
4-3 Rectangles have four sides 
 but two are longer.
4-4. Here are more four's.
 Many animals have 4 legs.
4-5. Four quarters make a dollar.
4-6. There are 4 seasons.
4-7. Cars and Quad cycles have four tires. 
Quad means four.
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5-1. Five
5-2. I have five fingers on one hand.
5-3. I have five toes on one foot.
5-4. Here are more five’s. This starfish has five legs.
5-5. This star has five points.
5-6. Pentagons have 5 sides. Penta means five.
6-1. Six
6-2. These insects each have six legs.
6-3. Here are more six's.
 These building blocks and dice each have six faces.
6-4. This pencil has six sides.
6-5. These snowflakes have 6 main branches.
6-6. These natural rocks have six sides.
6-7. Bees make hexagon shaped honeycombs 
 with six sides. Hexa means six.
7-1. Seven
7-2 There are seven colors in this rainbow!
7-3 These UK Coins each have seven sides.
7-4. Here are more seven's.
 There are seven days in a week.
7-5. In the West, 7 is a lucky number 
 especially in Las Vegas
8-1. Eight
8-2. These flowers each have eight petals.
8-3. An octopus has eight arms.
8-4. Spiders have eight legs.
8-5. A stop sign has 8 sides.  It is an octagon. 
 Octa means eight.
8-6. Interesting! October is our tenth month 
 but it is named after the Roman eighth- Month
8-7. In China, 8 is a lucky number.
 The Chinese Olympics started at 8 pm on 
 the eighth day of the eighth month of  2008.
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9-1. Nine
9-2. Here are nine balls.
9-3. Baseball often has nine innings.
9-4. 999 is used to call emergency in England.
9-5. K-9 means police dog.
10-1. Now, we have learned our numbers, 
 counting one to nine.
10-2. But, this is not enough.
11-1. A ‘number’ for nothing is needed.
11-2. This is zero.
11-3 Zero, alone, means none, zip, nada, zilch.
11-4. In England they call zero, a not.
12-1. Let’s Count fingers!
12-2. The number ten is made of the  
 number one followed by a zero.
12-3. Add a zero to make the number  
 One into ten and Two into twenty.
13-1. Let’s count by tens:  
10-20-30-40- 50-60-70-80-90-100
14-1. Next,Two zeros turn 1 into One Hundred
14-2. Let’s count by hundreds
100-200-300-400- 500-600-700-800-900.
15-1 Now, for a surprise.  
 This is the number 1,000. 
C-1 To close, I need numbers to...
C-2 count,
C-3 pay bills,
C-4 tell times and dates,
C-5 And make phone calls.
C-6 Who would have thought - that nine numbers  
 and a not - can really do a lot!
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How Many? (numbers)

1

2 4
3

5 6

7 8
9

10
one

two fourthree

five

seven

six

eight
nine

ten

zero
0

Count with 
both hands.

48Class 4
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More Numbers

11

12
14

13

15

16

17 18
19

20

eleven

twelve
fourteen

thirteen

fifteen

seventeen

sixteen

eighteen

nineteen

twenty

10

0   zero 
10   ten
20  twenty
30  thirty
40  forty
50  fifty

60  sixty
70  seventy
80  eighty
90  ninety
100  one hundred
1,000  one thousand
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Numbers count!  We have one nose and two eyes.  
Triangles have three sides. Cars have four tires. 
Stars have five points and blocks have six sides.
There are seven days in a week. Stop signs have 
eight sides.  Keypads have nine numbers.  But nine 
numbers alone are not enough. They need a not to 
join them all together.  This is the story of  
numbers from not to nine and how they are useful.

10
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When I learn  
the origins  

of English words, 
 I better understand  
how to use them.

Intro

Note: Present tense verbs are used in this book  
to make it easier to translate into international languages.
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English is a worldwide language that comes from England.
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Over years, different people come to  
England.  They change English words. 
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Here are 5 Impacts on English:

Celts

OtherOther

Class 5

Roman 

German French

2

1

4

3

5
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One - CELTS

 Long ago, Celts move from Europe  
to England.  Celts have chariots but can’t write.

Class 5



A few english words come from the celts. 
like: dAd, bin And gob.

7

Dad

Bin

Gob
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Here are Celtic-English examples.
Dad said to think first,  
before I open my gob (mouth). 
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Two - ROMANS

Next ,  Romans come to England from Italy.
Romans bring their alphabet letters. 
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mAny english tech words come from the romAns  
And greeks  like: 

Science

Computer

Camera
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romAns give us “qu” (pronounced kw) words like:

Quiet

Question

Queen
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some romAn-english words hAve A silent b like plumber. 

here Are more exAmples: 

Climb

Comb
Thumb

Class 5
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some dAys Are romAn-english.

sAturn`s dAy 
cAlled sAturdAy 

like;  moon dAy, 
cAlled mondAy. 

And sun-dAy 

Class 5
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Here are Roman-English examples.

The plumber comes on Monday. 
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Three-A: - GERMANS

Next, German tribes  attack England. 
They add their words to English. 
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like the  “r” sound in words: 

Read

Run

WRite
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they Also give english the “th “ blow sound.  like... 

Three

Thumb
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in english, th Also mAkes A buzz sound like: 

numbers Are germAn-english.  notice the spelling of: 
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they Also give english words with silent “h”. like... 

And these words too... 
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the word eng-lAnd meAns lAnd of the engles, 
one of the germAn tribes.  
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here Are more germAn-english words: 

Work

Words

World

Class 5
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And more germAn-english exAmples.

Talk

Walk

Rhyme
Class 5
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Three-B: - VIKINGS

Next, More German tribes called Vikings 
come to England in Longboats.  First, they attack, 

then many Vikings move to England.  
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Words “Give and Take” come from them.  
 But at first, Vikings just take (pillage). 
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viking-english words hAve silent “k”.  like...

Knee

Knot

Knife
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so do “sk” words like...

Skull

Skin

Class 5
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Vikings name Thursday after their god of thunder, Thor.

Vikings name Friday after their  
goddess of love called Frigga or Freya.
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vikings give us these g words like: 

EggEgg

LegLeg

BugBug
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in the pAst, vikings tAke over northern englAnd. 
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in the south, A king cAlled “Alfred the greAt”  
mAkes mAny english books.  
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this is very importAnt becAuse the next Army  
to AttAck englAnd does not speAk english.
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here Are viking-english word exAmples.

A bug bites the skin on his leg. 
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Four - FRENCH

Next, French Normans attack England.  
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 For 100’s of years, England’s Rich King 
and Friends speak only French. 
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Everyone else on the island speaks English. 

Over time, French and English words blend together. 
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Often, French-English has many words for the same thing. 
Here are examples:
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Many French-English words are about food.
Examples are:

Restaurant

cereal

sugar
soupsoup

sauce
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Also, the Letter “g” makes a “g” sound.
Like the “g” in: 

garage

garbage

garden

Notice the French ‘Z’ sound too. 
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The letter “g” also makes a“j” sound like: 

germs

giraffe

giant
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More French-English words are:

castle

dance

study
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Here are examples of French-English words.

The blue giraffe dances in the garage. 
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Five - TODAY

English is a mix of different sounds and spellings. 
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These words are examples.

The  “oo’s”  have three different sounds.

cook

food
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Also, English has “ng” words like: 

bring

king

ring
Class 5
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English is a rich language.   Like colors for artists, 
English words are expressive and creative. 
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robot

internet

Class 5

English also adds new words to adapt to world changes. 
Like: 
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Wow! Aha! and Hey!  Are high energy words!  Wow! Aha! and Hey!  Are high energy words!  
It is  exciting to learn English!It is  exciting to learn English!
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When we see its origins, we better understand 
the issues with English sounds and spellings. 
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May this book help us to overcome English Issues. 
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Douglas J. Alford Douglas J. Alford  
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5) English Words5) English Words
VideoVideo
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Main PointMain Point
We better understand English words,  We better understand English words,  
when we know where they come-from.when we know where they come-from.



ENGLISH WORDS - Issues and Origins Vook Script

i-1) Welcome to English- Issues and Origins
i-2) English is a worldwide language 
  that comes from England.
i-3) Over years, different people come to England.
i-4) They change English.
i-5) Here are 5 Impacts on English.
1-1) ONE! Celts
1-2) Long ago, Celts move from Europe to England. 
 (Pronounced as Kelts)
1-3) Celts have chariots but can’t write.
1-4) A few English words come from the Celts.
 Like: dad, bin and gob.
2-1) TWO! Romans
2-2) Next Romans come to England from Italy.
2-3) Romans bring their alphabet letters.
2-4) Many English Tech words come from the Romans 
 like: science, computers and cameras.
2-5) Romans give us “qu” words.  
 Words like quiet, Question, and queen.
2-6) Some Roman-English words 
   have a silent B like Plumber
 Here are some more examples: 
   climb, comb, and thumb.
2-7 Some days are Roman-English.
   Like; Moon day, called Monday. 
   Saturn`s day called 
   Saturday and Sun-day.
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3-1) THREE-A. Germans
3-2) Next, German tribes attacked England.  
 They add their words to English.
3-3) Like the “R” sounds in words: read, run and write.
3-4-1) They also give English the TH blow sound.
 Like: three, thank and thumb
3-4-2) In English, TH also makes a buzz sound 
 like: they, there and this.
3-5) Numbers are German-English.
 Notice the spelling of: One, Two and Eight.
3-6) They give English Words with Silent “H”.
 Like: Why, Where and When.
 These words too..  
3-7) The word Eng-Land means land of the Engles, 
 one of the German tribes.
3-8) Here are more German-English words:  
 Work, Word & World. 
4-1) THREE-B Vikings!
 Next, More German tribes called Vikings 
 come to England in Longboats.  First, they 
 attack, then many Vikings move to England.
4-2) Words “Give and Take” come from them.
 But at first, Vikings just take.
4-3) Viking-English words have Silent “K”.
 Like: knife, knot and knee.
4-4) So do “SK” words like:
 Sky, Skin and Skull.
4-5) Vikings name Thursday and Friday.
4-6) Vikings give us these g words like: egg, leg and bug.
4-7-1) In the past, Vikings win Northern England.
4-7-2) In the South, a King called “Alfred the Great”
  makes many English books.
4-7-3) This is very important because the next army 
 to attack England does not speak English.
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5-1) FOUR. French!
 Next, French Normans attack England.
 For 100’s of years, England’s Rich King 
 and Friends only speak French.
 Everyone else on the island speaks English.
 Over time, French and English words blend together.
5-2) Often, French-English has many words 
 for the same thing.  Here are examples: 
 gift, present,  belly, stomach, words, vocabulary 
5-3) Many French-English words are about food. Examples  
 are: restaurant, cereal, soup, sugar and sauce
5-4-1) Also, the Letter “g” makes a “g” or a “j” sound
 Like the “g” in: garden, garbage and garage.
 Notice the French Z sound too.
5-4-2) The letter “g” also makes a“j” sound like:  
 giant, giraffe and germs.
5-5) More French-English words are: 
 castle, dance and study.
6-1) FIVE. Today!
6-2) English is a mix of different sounds and spellings.
6-3) Examples are the words: cook, good and food.  
 The “oo’s” have three different sounds
6-4) Also, English has “ng” words like:  
 bring, king and ring
6-5) English is a rich language.
 Like colors for artists, English words 
 are expressive and creative.
6-6) English also adds new words to adapt to world 
 changes. Like: robot, Internet and selfies.
6-7) Wow! Aha! and Hey! Are high energy words!  
 It is exciting to learn English!
C-1) To close, When we see Its Origins ...
C-1) We better understand English sounds and spellings.
C-3) May this video help us to overcome English Issues.
C-4) Aha! English is Awesome!
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Look up the following words at 
www.dictionary.com
Practice how to say the words.

aha
adapt
bin (garbage can)
castle
dance
eight
garage
giant
gob (mouth)
impact
issue
knee
origin

overcome
queen
restaurant
rhyme
science
study
thank you
thumb
vocabulary
Wednesday
where
words
write
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   I review the rules.

Rule 
#3
More
Vowels
Sounds

ăsk
nĕw
ĭn
ĭs

New
Sounds

bird [burd]
word [wurd]

cow

front

storm

Rule #2
Say Name
Vowels

wē
sēe
blōw

silent “e”
plāce
hōme

cowsee ask
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Letters blend to  
make new sounds.

bl  blue
ch chew
sh  shoe

This takes practice.

Rule #5  Letter Blends
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More Letter Blends

Letters next to each other, 
blend together to make a new 
sound.  For example.

bl  block br  brush

cr  crycl  clock
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tr  tree

fl  flower fr  frog

gl  globe    gr  green

thr  three
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green bird

clear blue sky

cloud

frog

fly
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 There are other blended letters too.

Read out loud this 
list of Vowels blends. 
Mark and practice 
the ones you need  
to improve.

Practice - Vowel Blends
Name ______________

Date ________

ai  air chair
ar  dark  bark
aw  saw  paw
ay  pay  play
ea  eat  ear
ea  great  
ee  see  feet
eer  cheer beer
er  her  teacher
ew  few  chew 
ey  they
ie  pie  
ir  bird  shirt
oa  coat  road
oe  toe
oe  shoe
oi  oil  boil
oo  good
oo  food boot
or for 
or  word
ou  ouch  couch
ow  cow
ow  tow  blow
oy  boy  toy 
ue  blue  true
ur  sure  hurt
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Where do the English issues with Where do the English issues with 
sounds and spellings come-from?  The sounds and spellings come-from?  The 
secret is in Its origins with different secret is in Its origins with different 
groups of people who come to England groups of people who come to England 
over time.over time.
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1 End

Now we have completed Now we have completed ““IndēIndē”” English,   English,  
Volume ONE, where we practiced  Volume ONE, where we practiced  
English and learned new words. English and learned new words. 

IndIndēē  English! English! Classes 1 to 5Classes 1 to 5
Volume - ONE  Conclusion

1) Robin 1) Robin 
   Tries   Tries

Numbers CountNumbers Count
  --Not to NineNot to Nine

4)4)

2)2)  New WordsNew Words
- Same Meaning- Same Meaning

Turtle  Turtle  
Jumps!Jumps!

3)3) ENGLISHENGLISH

&

WordsWords
5)5)

IntroIntro
toto

English!English!

0)0)



Volume - ONE  Conclusion

3 421

5 6 7 8

Breakers

and

B  bag
D  dog
F  face
G  go
H  hi
J  job
K  king
L  leg
M  mop
N  no

P  pig
R  run
S  sit
T  to
V  van
W water
X  x-ray
Y  yell
Z  zero

Rule #1  One Sound

Many letters  
make only one sound. C  makes the K sound.

cake car

=

Like in the words, car and cake.

Sometimes,
C  makes an S sound too.

CD city

=

Like in the words: city; CD and center.

center

Some vowels  
say their names!

Rule #2  “Say Name” Vowels

ū  blue

ā  ape

ē  eat ī  kite 

ō  go

Rule:
make
name
five
hope
blue

When a word ends in silent “e”, 
the vowel says its name. 

come
have
one

Rule 
Breakers

are:

Silent “e”

Often, vowels  
make other sounds.  

ŭ  up

ă  at

ĕ  pet ĭ  in  

ŏ  on

Rule #3  More Vowel Sounds Rule #4  “uh” Sounds

Sometimes, Letter U  
makes the “uh” (ŭ) sound.  

ŭ  up

ŭ  us

ŭ  under

Breaker #4  More “uh`s”

All vowels can 
make the “uh” (ŭ) sound.  

a
was  [wŭz] 
Asia  [ā-zhŭ]

e
the [thŭ] 
elephant  [ĕl-ŭ-fŭ nt]

i
animal  [ăn ŭ mŭ l] 
chemical [kĕm-ŭ-kŭ l]

Letters blend to  
make new sounds.

bl  blue
ch chew
sh shoe

Rule #5  Letter Blends

With With ““Indē”Indē” English. We also see   English. We also see  
that English has rules and breakers.that English has rules and breakers. 

2End



ZERO)  INTRO

Class 0 is an Intro to easy English.  
We learn English basics. We see 
how letters makes sounds.  We  
join letters to make words.

IntroIntro
toto

English!English!

0)0)

3 End



ONE) Robin Tries

In Class 1, We read “In Class 1, We read “Robin Tries”.   Robin Tries”.   
Robins try and try until they  Robins try and try until they  
can fly.  We learn to try English.can fly.  We learn to try English.

4End

Class 1)Class 1)  
Robin TriesRobin Tries



TWO) New Words

In Class 2, we read “New 
Words”.  We learn that  
different words, in different  
languages, mean the same things.

5 End

New WordsNew Words
- Same Meaning- Same Meaning

Class 2)Class 2)



THREE) Turtle Jumps

Class 3 is the story about  Class 3 is the story about  
a turtle named TJ.  TJ  a turtle named TJ.  TJ  
learns to Jump.  We learn learns to Jump.  We learn 
to keep trying at English. to keep trying at English. 

6End

3) 3) 
Turtle Jumps!Turtle Jumps!



FOUR) Numbers Count

Class 4 is about how numbers are Class 4 is about how numbers are 
important in English.  We count important in English.  We count 
money, tell time, show how much money, tell time, show how much 
and how many with numbers.and how many with numbers.

7 End

Numbers CountNumbers Count
 - -Not to NineNot to Nine

4)4)



FIVE) English Words
In Class 5, we ask, Why do  In Class 5, we ask, Why do  
many English words have issues  many English words have issues  
like being hard to spell? We better like being hard to spell? We better 
understand English when we see  understand English when we see  
where the words come-from.where the words come-from.

ENGLISHENGLISH

&

WordsWords

Class 5)Class 5)

8End



Translate Translate ““IndIndēē”” English   English  
with Google Translate App.with Google Translate App.

Google TranslateGoogle Translate

9 End



Numbers CountNumbers Count
  --Not to NineNot to Nine

4)4)

1) Robin 1) Robin 
   Tries   Tries

Turtle  Turtle  
Jumps!Jumps!

3)3)

Catch-Phrase Come -Froms

10)10)

Fishi & 
Birdy

Jungle Fire!

6)6)

Monkey Star
7)7)

9)9)

ENGLISHENGLISH

&

WordsWords
5)5)

SmartphoneSmartphone  
Objects Before Apps

BonusBonus

With 10 WordsWith 10 Words

8)8)

IntroIntro
toto

English!English!

0)0)

NEXTNEXT,,  Classes 6 to 10Classes 6 to 10

2)2)  New WordsNew Words
- Same Meaning- Same Meaning

10End
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ProjectProject

“Ind“Indēē Ed” Ed”
ProjectProject
CatalogCatalog

“Ind“Indēē Ed Ed”” ProjectProject

Catalog of FREE Catalog of FREE “Ind“Indēē Ed” Project Ed” Project  
available on Google Play!available on Google Play! 

11 End



 We improve  We improve  
our English  our English  
sounds & sounds & 
sentences sentences 

with  with  
““Indē EdIndē Ed””    
StoriesStories!!

““IndIndē Edē Ed”” ProjectProject


